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ABSTRACT Because of the dynamic topology, high mobility of nodes, and complicated channel envi-

ronments in urban areas, existing routings methods are susceptible to frequent link interruptions and

channel congestions. To address these issues, a Quality of Forwarding (QoF)-based reliable geographic

routing (QFRG) in urban vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is proposed, where the best route is

determined by guaranteeing the QoF and satisfying the link reliability requirement. Two theoretical models

for QoF and link reliability analysis are first presented. Taking into consideration the transmission cost

and the packet delivery ratio, the QoF is, then, employed to provide the quantitative evaluation to the road

segments through the presented road weight evaluation (RWE) scheme, which takes into account the impact

of the relative position of links on the network performance. Next, to accommodate the network scale of

an urban city, the city map is divided into smaller grid zones. Based on the position of the destination,

different transmission strategies are presented for packet forwarding. The extensive simulations demonstrate

our protocol’s superiority in both transmission delay and packet delivery ratio compared with the existing

schemes.

INDEX TERMS Vehicular ad hoc networks, quality of forwarding, reliability, routing protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have attracted consid-

erable attention for the potential of enhancing road safety

and improving driving comport [1], [2]. By two main com-

munication patterns of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-

to-infrastructure (V2I) [3] illustrated in Fig. 1, a variety of

safety and infotainment applications can be supported, e.g.,

collision avoidance, social networking and crowdsensing net-

working [4], [5]. In order to realize these applications, it is

crucial to design an efficient and reliable routing to guarantee

data transmission. However, several inherent characteristics

of VANETs including high nodemobility, harsh channel envi-

ronment and limited network resources impose huge chal-

lenges in the routing design [6].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zhi Liu.

FIGURE 1. Network scenario in VANETs.

There have been many efforts devoted to the routing design

in VANETs, which can be mainly classified into topology-

based and position-based. By comparison, position-based
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routing represents a promising technique for data transmis-

sion in urban VANETs [7]. Generally, urban roads contain

two basic parts: intersections and road segments. A position-

based routing protocol aims to find the best routing path,

which is a series of road segments between two communi-

cation nodes. Two important issues arise: how to select road

segments to form the routing path, and how to forward data

packets along the selected road segments.

Given a pair of communication nodes, multi-hop transmis-

sion is used to deliver the packet between them when their

distance is beyond the radio range [8]. Due to high mobility

in VANETs, the distance between nodes dramatically varies

with time. This causes short link lifetime and intermittent

network connectivity [9]. In this situation, frequent link par-

titions often occur, which will disturb the multi-hop data

transmission and increase the packet loss ratios. Under this

situation, link reliability is a vital consideration for routing

design. In [10], a data dissemination scheme is investigated

by exploiting the link reliability.

On the other hand, the routing metric plays an important

role in determining the optimal route by providing quan-

tifiable values to judge the efficiency of each route [11].

Maxduration-minangle greedy perimeter stateless routing

(MM-GPSR) [12] selects the node with the maximum cumu-

lative communication duration as the next hop in greedy

forwarding and the node with the minimum angle for relay

transmission in perimeter forwarding. Backbone-assisted hop

greedy (BAHG) [13] utilizes the number of hops as the guide

for routing selection. Stable and delay constraints routing

(SDCR) [14] and efficient group key management for secure

routing (EGSR) [15] aim to find the optimal routing path

by considering the network connectivity. These protocols

account for the mobility of nodes, but fail to fully capture the

impact of channel status on network performance. Although

travel prediction-based data (TPD) [16], and double ruling

(MADR) [17] provide the delay model to make routing

decisions, they are mainly applied for light traffic environ-

ments. Prediction-based reliable and efficient opportunistic

routing (PRO) [18] takes into consideration the link quality

when selecting the relay node. However, there is the risk

of getting the local optimum without global knowledge of

traffic conditions. Actually, it is extremely challenging to

estimate the link quality in VANETs because of dynamic

topology and complicated channel environments. A well-

known metric used to measure the link quality is the expected

transmission count (ETX) [19]. Hybrid location-based ad

hoc routing (HLAR) [20] adopts ad hoc on-demand distance

vector (AODV) with the ETXmetric to find the route with the

best link quality. Long lifetime anypaths (LLA) [21] intro-

duces a special metric of link cost that combines the packet

delivery ratio and the level of link stability to reflect the link

performance. Although ETX can be explored to evaluate the

performance of multi-hop forwarding to some extent, it has

some limitations. By definition, ETX knows that an infinite

number of transmissions is allowed for the link layer. In this

case, the packet is never dropped in the link layer. The ETX

FIGURE 2. Effect of relative link positions on network performance.

value of a path is the sum of the ETX values of all links along

the path, which makes the number of retransmissions needed

for successful data transmission along the path dependent

on each link quality but ignore the positions of these links.

A simple example is illustrated in Fig. 2. There are two

routing paths from node S to node D, and the number attached

to each link represents the packet delivery ratio. Based on the

definition of ETX, both path a : S → A → D and path b :

S → B → D have the same ETX value, i.e., 4. However, they

exhibit different performances. With the assumption that two

transmissions per packet are allowed to be performed by the

link layer, the probability of a packet passing successfully the

last link in path a is: 1
3

+ (1 − 1
3
)( 1

3
) = 0.55, which is bigger

than the one that a packet passes the last link in path b, i.e., 1.

It is known from [22] that path b is the best choice. The reason

is that due to the presence of "bad" link near the destination

in path a, data packets are more likely to be dropped on that

link, resulting in the waste of transmission effort on pervious

links (i.e., the link between S and A) as well as increased the

transmission cost.

In this paper, we propose a quality of forwarding (QoF)

based reliable geographic routing for urban VANETs. This

protocol aims to find a best routing path that guarantees QoF

while satisfying link reliability. The contributions of our work

are summarized as follows:

1) Two analytical models, i.e., QoF and link reliability,

are given as guides for routing selection. The QoF is

designed to consider transmission cost, packet delivery

ratio as well as relative link positions, while the link

reliability is used to reflect the mobility of nodes by

characterizing the link lifetime.

2) The presented road weight evaluation (RWE) scheme

based on the QoF is employed to evaluate each road

segment using the built backbone link. The evaluation

results can provide quantitative analysis for selecting

the best routing path.

3) The city map is divided into a series of grid zones

to deal with the big network scale. The packet can

be forwarded toward the destination by using different

transmission strategies based on the position of the

destination.

The remainder of this paper is summarized as follows.

Section II reviews the related work. Section III presents

the assumptions and system model. Section IV gives an

overview of our proposed protocol. Two analytical models,
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namely, route reliability model and QoF model are presented

in Section V and VI, respectively. Section VII gives the

RWE scheme. Section VIII proposes the routing algorithm.

Performance evaluation is discussed in Section IX, followed

by the conclusion in Section X.

II. RELATED WORK

Geographic routing is a promising approach for data trans-

mission in VANETs because its protocols can work just

by using local knowledge of the network topology without

maintaining or building the route information among nodes.

The well-known protocol is GPSR [23], which combines

the features of greedy forwarding with perimeter routing

to forward the packet. As an improvement of GPSR, MM-

GPSR [12] makes the selection of the next hop by considering

the cumulative communication duration in greedy forwarding

and selects the node with the minimum angle as the optimal

relay node in perimeter forwarding. However, both of these

are prone to endure routing loops because of the presence of

intersections in urban VANETs.

Due to dynamic topology changing, path loss, fading and

interference in VANETs, reflecting the link quality is quite

challenging. ETX is probably the most well-known metric

to measure the forwarding quality of the link between two

nodes. Actually, it has been enhanced by recent work for rout-

ing metric design in VANETs. LLA [21] introduces a special

metric of link cost that combines the packet delivery ratio

and the level of link stability to reflect the link performance.

Based on the metric, an any-path route between a source node

and a destination node can be built. HLAR [20] presents a new

hybrid location-based protocol, which makes the combina-

tion of a modified AODV protocol and a greedy-forwarding

protocol. The AODV augmented with the ETXmetric is used

to discover the best route. Although these protocols consider

the link quality to some extent by exploring the ETX, they

still fail to reflect the effect of relative link positions on the

network performance.

Intersection-based routing protocols are more effective and

stable in VANETs. Intersection-based and traffic-aware rout-

ing (IDTAR) [24] dynamically selects the next intersection

by considering the remaining distance from each candidate

intersection to the destination as well as the density. How-

ever, the road segment with high density is preferred for

packet forwarding in IDTAR, where the channel contention

is intensified in case of heavy data flows. Due to the dynamic

topology changes, connectivity is a key indicator of link

availability, which has been utilized by several researchers

to devise a routing scheme [14], [15], [25]. SDCR [14]

proposes a connectivity-aware protocol, where the connec-

tivity is calculated based on the distribution and number

of nodes with road segments. The inter-level transmission

is conducted based on the connectivity of road segments.

EGSR [15] employs an ant-based algorithm to propose

a traffic-aware position-based routing scheme. In EGSR,

the weight of each road segment is calculated based on the

network connectivity of that segment. The complete routing

path between a source node and a destination node with

the minimum total weight is determined as the best route.

However, SDCR [14] and EGSR [15] cannot fully reflect

the channel environment and allow for load balancing. The

transmission delay is leveraged as the important metric of

routing selection in MADR [17] and stable CDS-based rout-

ing protocol (SCRP) [26]. Before forwarding the data, they

determine a complete end-to-end route with the lowest delay.

Without considering the variation of network topology, sub-

optimal routing decisions may be made. In order to deal with

this issue, real-time intersection-based segment-aware rout-

ing (RTISAR) [6] and lightweight intersection-based traffic-

aware routing (LITAR) [27] make dynamic routing selection

for data transmission. RTISAR [6] aims to find the best route

for data forwarding by taking into account of traffic segment

status. The traffic segment status is measured according to

connectivity, density, load as well as distance toward the

destination. LITAR [27] devises a scheme that forwards data

based on three metrics, i.e., directional node density, road

network connectivity, and distance toward the destination.

Two algorithms are proposed to reduce the overhead brought

by the real-time traffic and network status measurement

mechanism. Different from these intersection-based proto-

cols above, the novelty of reliable path selection and packet

forwarding routing protocol (RPSPF) [28] lies in the fact

that it determines multiple roads to forward data at intersec-

tions. Many efforts have been devoted to exploiting vehicular

trajectories for data forwarding in VANETs. By exploit-

ing the characteristics of bus networks, [29] presents the

bus trajectory-based street-centric (BTSC) routing protocol,

where buses are employed as relay nodes to deliver data.

The routing path with high density of buses and low prob-

ability of transmission direction deviating from the routing

path is selected to route the data. In [16], depending on the

trajectory information of vehicles in a specified vehicular

network, a vehicle encounter graph is constructed to predict

vehicle encounter events. With this encounter graph, the data

forwarding process can be optimized for minimal delay under

a delivery ratio constraint. However, [16] is mainly applicable

in light traffic environments.

Due to a lack of pervious works on the development of

reliable routing in VANETs, this paper explores the effect

of link positions on the network performance with backbone

nodes. The main symbols we used are listed in Table 1 for

reference.

III. ASSUMPTIONS AND SYSTEM MODEL

A. ASSUMPTIONS

Each vehicle is equipped with a digital map and can

get its position and speed by the GPS. The geograph-

ical position of the destination vehicle can be obtained

by using a location service. These assumptions have

been adopted widely in previous studies, e.g., [18] and

[30].
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TABLE 1. Summary of main symbols.

B. CHANNEL FADING MODEL

The Nakagami-m model is used to describe the fading of

radio wave propagation, where the probability density func-

tion (PDF) of received signal power x is given by [31]:

Pz2 (x) =
(

m
Pr

)m
xm−1

Ŵ(m)
e
−mx
Pr , for x ≥ 0. Ŵ(·) is the Gamma

function; Pr = Pt�
ra

is the average received power; Pt is

the transmission power; r is the distance in meters; a is the

path-loss exponent; � = GtGr (
C

4π fc
)2; C is the light speed;

fc = 5.9 GHZ is the carrier frequency; Gt and Gr are the

transmitter’s and receiver’s antenna gains, respectively; and

m is the fading factor. Based on the Nakagami-m model,

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the communi-

cation range of vehicles when the received power is greater

than one specific threshold Pth is expressed as: FR(r) =

1−
∞
∫

Pth

Pz2 (x)dx = 1− 1
Ŵ(m)

m−1
∑

i=0

(m−1)!
(m−1−i)!

(

mPth
Pr

)m−1−i
e
−
mPth
Pr .

Thus, the average vehicle reception rangewith channel fading

considered denoted by R is derived as:

R =

∞
∫

0

(1−FR(r))dr =
1

aŴ(m)

m−1
∑

i=0

(m− 1)!

(m− 1 − i)!

× Ŵ(m− 1 − i+
1

a
)

(

mPth

Pt�

)− 1
a

. (1)

C. CHANNEL CONTENTION MODEL

A contention-based access scheme is employed in the

media access control (MAC) layer to resolve vehicular

channel contentions. Specifically, the request to send/clear to

send (RTS/CTS) mechanism is adopted to eliminate hidden

terminals and the 802.11 IEEE DCF is used for the MAC

layer scheduling. We denote W as the minimum contention

window size in the exponential backoff. Then, the average

transmission probability of a successful data transmission can

be given denoted as: δ = 2
W+2

[32], by which the probability

of a sender to successfully transmit a packet is derived as:

psuc = (1 − δ)N , (2)

where N indicates the number of the sender’s neighbors.

D. VEHICULAR TRAFFIC MODEL

Referring to [33], we assume that the speed of the vehicles

is uniformly distributed in an interval (vmin,vmax) where vmin
and vmax indicate the minimum speed and maximum speed of

vehicles. The PDF of the speed is expressed as:

fV (v) =
1

vmax − vmin
, vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax . (3)

IV. OVERVIEW OF OUR PROPOSED ROUTING PROTOCOL

Our proposed QFRG protocol aims to find an optimal routing

path composed of a series of road segments between a source

node and a destination node. In order to achieve this goal, two

novel metrics of link reliability and QoF are utilized, where

link reliability is leveraged to measure the availability of a

link with the consideration of the mobility of vehicles and

QoF is devised by considering the transmission cost, packet

delivery ratio as well as relative link positions. With the

assistance of QoF, an RWE scheme is developed to evaluate

each road segment via the selected backbone nodes at inter-

sections and within road segments. The city map is divided

into a series of small GZs to deal with the large network

scale. Based on the position of the destination, the packet

can be forwarded toward the destination by selecting the GZ

one by one. In each GZ, the packet is delivered along the

routing path which can guarantee the QoF while satisfying

the link reliability. In summary, the main components of

our proposed routing protocol include: 1) link reliability,

2) quality of forwarding, 3) road weight evaluation scheme,

4) optimized routing path selection algorithm. The frame-

work of our proposed routing protocol is illustrated in Fig. 3.

V. LINK RELIABILITY

Due to the mobility of nodes in VANETs, link partitions fre-

quent happen, which will disturb data transmission and lead

to transmission failure [34], [35]. Thus, link reliability plays

an important role in improving the network performance [36].

In this section, we give single-hop/one-hop and multi-hop

link reliability models, respectively.

A. ONE-HOP LINK RELIABILITY MODEL

In this subsection, we use the average link connec-

tion time between two nodes to reflect one-hop link

reliability.
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FIGURE 3. The framework of the proposed routing protocol.

Consider two adjacent nodes A and B. If they are moving

in the same direction, their relative speed vr lies in the interval

(−vm, vm), where vm = vmax − vmin. Based on (3), the PDF

of vr is derived as:

fVr (vr ) =















vmax − vmin + vr

(vmax − vmin)
2

, −vm ≤ vr ≤ vm

vmax − vmin − vr

(vmax − vmin)
2

, 0 ≤ vr ≤ vm.

If they are moving in the opposite directions, their relative

speed vr lies in the interval (2vmin, 2vmax). In this case,

according to (3), the PDF of vr is formulated as:

fVr (vr ) =















vr − 2vmin

(vmax − vmin)
2
, 2vmin ≤ vr ≤ vmin + vmax

2vmax − vr

(vmax − vmin)
2
, vmin + vmax ≤ vr ≤ 2vmax.

In order to view the mobility behavior of one vehicle at the

microscopic level, we divide the time into small time steps

with the same interval length τ . Let Xm represent the inter-

vehicle distance between A and B after m time steps. Then,

Xm = Xm−1 + vrτ . For simplicity, it is assumed that τ = 1.

Thus, we have Xm = Xm−1 + vr . Similar to [33], the link

connection time is defined as :

Tlink = sup
m>0

{m · τ : Xi ≤ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. (4)

We partition the transmission range R into h equal intervals

with the same width ε = R
h
. State Si (i = 1, 2, · · · , h)

indicates the inter-vehicle distance between two nodes which

lies in the small zone [(i−1)ε, iε]. Sh+1 is the absorbing state,

representing the terminal state for the entire communication

period, where the inter-vehicle distance is greater than R.

Note that S0 indicates the initial inter-vehicle distance. Then,

we can get the conditional distance transition probability that

the inter-vehicle distance is changed from current state Si to

next state Sj as [33]:

psisj = prob{Xm ∈ Sj/Xm−1 ∈ Si}

=
prob{(j− 1)τ ≤ Xm ≤ jτ ∩ (i− 1)τ ≤ Xm−1 ≤ iτ }

prob{(i− 1)τ ≤ Xm−1 ≤ iτ }

=

iε
∫

(i−1)ε

jε
∫

(j−1)ε

fXi/Xi−1
(xi/xi−1)fXi−1

(xi−1)dxi−1dxi

iε
∫

(i−1)ε

fXi−1
(xi−1)dxi−1

, (5)

where fXi/Xi−1
(xi/xi−1)fXi−1

(xi−1) is denoted as the con-

ditional PDF of Xm given Xm−1 which can be calcu-

lated as:
jε
∫

(j−1)ε

fXi/Xi−1
(xi/xi−1)fXi−1

(xi−1) = fVr (vr ), and

fXi−1
(xi−1)dxi−1 is the marginal PDF of Xm−1 which can be

derived as: fXi−1
(xi−1)dxi−1 = 1

ε
when ε is set to a sufficiently

small value. We assume that psisj = 1, i, j = n+1 and psisi =

0, i = n+ 1, j 6= n+ 1. Furthermore, psisn+1
= 1 −

n
∑

j=1

psisj .

Let π0
i be the probability that inter-vehicle distance is in

state Si when the link is initialized [37] and πm
i indicate

the probability of the inter-vehicle distance being in state Si
after m time steps. Define

∏0 as the initial probability vector

whose ith element is π0
i ,

∏m as the vector whose ith element

is πm
i , and P as the distance transition matrix whose ele-

ment is psisj . Based on the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation,
∏m

=
∏0

Pm. The probability mass function (PMF) of the

link connection time can be expressed as:

Pr{Tlink = kτ } = Pr{tij ≤ kτ } − Pr{tij ≤ (k − 1)τ }

= [

0
∏

Pk ]h+1 − [

0
∏

Pk−1]h+1. (6)

Further, the average link connection time is computed as:

Tlink =

∞
∑

k=1

kτ Pr{Tlink = kτ }. (7)

B. MULTI-HOP LINK RELIABILITY MODEL

The multi-hop link reliability is defined as the minimum

connection time value among all one-hop links along the

routing path. For a route L(v0, vn) between source node v0
and destination vn which consists of n one-hop links as shown

in Fig. 4, its link reliability is expressed as follows:

r(L(v0, vn)) = mini∈{1,2,··· ,n}{t(i−1)i}, (8)

where t(i−1)i indicates the link connection time which can be

calculated based on (7).

VI. QUALITY OF FORWARDING (QoF)

The routingmetric plays a key role in determining the optimal

route.
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FIGURE 4. Example of a path with different links.

FIGURE 5. Example of two paths with the same ETX.

A. POSITION CORRELATION

ETX is widely utilized to estimate the link quality between

two nodes and is based on the assumption that the link

layer allows an infinite number of transmissions at each link,

i.e., the link layer never drop a packet. The ETX value along a

path is estimated by the aggregate of the ETX values of all the

links along this path. Although simplifying the calculation of

the expected number of transmissions is needed for successful

packet delivery along the path, the relative positions of all

the links are ignored. Actually, two paths with the same ETX

value may use different network resources and incur different

network costs. This phenomenon reflects the effect of relative

link positions on the network performance. Take a simplified

example shown in Fig. 5 to describe this phenomenon we

call position correlation. Two paths exist with the same ETX

consisting of two links between node 1 and 3. The number

appended to each link indicates the probability of a packet to

successfully pass the link. The two paths have the common

ETX value, that is, 12, i.e., ETXpath a = 6 + 6 = 12 and

ETXpath b = 1 + 11 = 12. However, both paths actually

have different path reliabilities, causing different transmis-

sion costs and data packet delivery ratios. Assume the link

layer has at most two transmissions per packet. For path a,

the probability of a packet to pass the link 1 and link 2 is
1
6
+ (1− 1

6
) · 1

6
= 11

36
, respectively. Thus, the probability that a

packet successfully passes path a is 11
36

× 11
36

= 121
1296

. Similarly,

the probability of a packet to successfully traverse path b

is 21
121

. Apparently, path b performs poorly in the reliability

for packet forwarding along the path compared with path a.

This result will be similar even through a higher number of

transmissions is considered. Therefore, it can be concluded

that ETX fails to account for the transmission cost and path

reliability.

B. QoF MODELING

The phenomenon of position correlation motivates us to

design one new routing metric QoF on a basis of ETX by

exploring the effect of relative link positions on the network

performance. There are n+ 1 vehicles, i.e., v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn
along a road segment as shown in Fig. 4. They form an n-

link connected path, in which vehicles can communicate with

each other by wireless communication. The source vehicle

v0 has a packet toward the destination vehicle vn, and it

sends the packet by initiating an end-to-end attempt. The

packet will first be forwarded to vehicle v1 by vehicle v0.

Upon reception of this packet, vehicle v1 will continue to

forward the packet to vehicle v2. The process will be repeated

until the packet is received by vehicle vn. The number of

maximum transmissions for a vehicle to forward the packet to

an adjacent vehicle is denoted by K . Once the transmission

fails, a new transmission attempt will be triggered until the

transmission number exceeds the maximum limitation.

In order to realize a successful packet transmission

between vehicle v0 and vehicle vn, several end-to-end

attempts may be needed. For each end-to-end attempt, there is

a cost, namely, the number of link level transmissions during

the attempt. With the aim to measure the network perfor-

mance, we defined theQoF as the sum of the costs incurred by

all end-to-end attempts for a packet to be forwarded toward

vehicle vn from vehicle v0. Next, we discuss how to model

the QoF.

Denote Yn as a random variable to indicate the number

of end-to-end attempts needed for a packet to be forwarded

toward the destination along a multi-hop path. Denote Ml ,

l ⊆ 0, 1, . . . , n, as the number of consecutive hops that are

successfully passed along the path from vehicle v0 in the lth

end-to-end attempt. If the packet sent from vehicle v0 fails to

reach vehicle v1, then Ml = 0; if the packet can be received

by vehicle vn, then Ml = n. In case Ml < n, the (l + 1)th

end-to-end attempt begins. Denote Hl,j as the retransmission

number required for a packet to be delivered from vj to vj+1 in

the lth attempt. If Hl,j < K , the packet is successfully passed

through the link between vehicle vj to vj+1; for Hl,j = K ,

the packet fails to reach vehicle vj+1 from vehicle vj, then

a new end-to-end attempt will be triggered at vehicle v0.

Denote qn as a random variable to indicate the sum of all the

costs incurred by all end-to-end attempts for a packet to be

forwarded toward vehicle vn from vehicle v0, then the QoF of

the path can be expressed as [38]:

qn =

Yn
∑

i=1









Ml−1
∑

j=0

Hl,j



 + K8(l < Yn)



, (9)

where 8(l < Yn) equals to 1 when l < Yn and 0 otherwise.

Based on (9), the average value of qn is derived as [38]:

E[qn] =



K +

n−2
∑

j=0

E[Hj|Hj < K ]P[M > j|M < n]





×E[Yn − 1] +

n−1
∑

j=0

E[Hj|Hj < K ], (10)
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where variablesMi, Hl,j are simply represented byM and Hj,

respectively.

Denote χi as the probability of the packet not being

dropped on the link l(vi, vj). Then, χi can be expressed

as:χi = 1 − (1 − pij)
K , where pij indicates the successful

packet delivery ratio between node i and j calculated using

(2). Let ρi =
∏i

m=1 χm, then p[M > i] =
∏i+1

m=1 χm = ρi+1.

In particular, p[M ≥ n] = ρn. In order to calculate (10), three

lemmas are given.

Lemma 1: The expected number of consecutive hops along

a path for transmitting a packet toward the destination from

the source node in case of an unsuccessful transmission is:

P[M > j|M < n] =
ρj+1 − ρn

1 − ρn
. (11)

Proof: Conditioned onM < n, the probability ofM > j

to occur is:

P[M > j|M < n]

=
P[j < M < n]

P[M < n]

=
P[M > j] − P[M ≥ n]

1 − P[M ≥ n]

=
ρj+1 − ρn

1 − ρn
. (12)

�

Lemma 2: The expected number of end-to-end attempts

needed for successful delivery of a packet to the destination

from the source node is:

E[Yn − 1] =
1

ρn
− 1. (13)

Proof:According to the definition of Yn, it is known that

when Yn = l, l − 1 end-to-end attempts fail before the lth

end-to-end attempt succeeds. Thus, Yn follows a geometric

distribution with parameter ρn. In this case, we have:

E[Yn − 1] =
1

ρn
− 1. (14)

�

Lemma 3: The expected number of transmissions needed

on a general link for a successful packet transmission between

two adjacent nodes is:

E[Hj|Hj < K ] =

K
∑

j=1

j
(1 − p)j−1p

1 − (1 − p)K+1
, (15)

where p represents the successful packet delivery ratio of this

link calculated by (2).

Proof: One successful data transmission between two

adjacent nodes means that the needed number of transmis-

sions does not exceed the transmission limitation K . In this

case, the expected number of transmissions can be given by:

E[Hj|Hj < K ] =

K
∑

j=1

jP(Hi = j|Hi ≤ K )

=

K
∑

j=1

j
P(Hi = j ∩ Hi ≤ K )

P(Hi ≤ K )

=
P(Hi = j)

1 − P(Hi ≤ K )

=
(1 − p)j−1p

1 − (1 − p)K+1
. (16)

�

By using Lemma 1, 2 and 3, (10) can be calculated.

VII. ROAD WEIGHT EVALUATION SCHEME

In order to perform specific actions, some nodes at intersec-

tions and within road segments are selected as intersection

backbone nodes (IBNs) and road segment backbone nodes

(RBNs), respectively.With IBNs and RBNs, we can build one

backbone link along each road segment for data transmission,

by which the channel contention can be reduced [39], [40].

In order to determine the IBNs and RBNs, two corresponding

selection criteria are proposed. After a node is selected as

the IBN based on the IBN selection scheme (described later),

it will execute a distributed RWE procedure along the built

backbone link consisting of a series of RBNs within each

adjacent road segment to collect the corresponding topology

information and link information. Based on these, the road

weight can be calculated with the assistance of the QoF

routing metric.

FIGURE 6. Example of RBN selection.

To illustrate the RWE scheme, take a road segment with

two intersections I1 and I2 as shown in Fig. 6. Once the

IBN in intersection I1, say IBN1, is determined, it will select

one one-hop neighbor node as the RBN. By periodically

exchanging beacons with the neighbors, each node can con-

struct its neighboring list where the information (e.g. posi-

tion and speed) of its neighbors are stored. With these data

collected from neighbors, RBN1 is preferred by IBN1 based

on the RBN selection scheme (described later). Then, sim-

ilarly, RBN1 continues to choose RBN2 as the next RBN.

This mechanism is repeated till the entire road segment is

covered. Finally, one backbone link which consists of two

IBNs and a series of RNBs is built in the road segment,

e.g., IBN1 → RBN1 → RBN2 → RBN3 → IBN2,

where IBN2 is the intersection backbone node in I2. Once

the backbone link is built, IBN1 can trigger the RWE scheme

by transmitting a unicast road evaluation packet (REP) to I2.

The format of REP is illustrated in Fig. 7, where Originator

denotes the node located in an intersection generating
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FIGURE 7. Format of REP.

the REP; Timestamp denotes the generation time of the

REP; Intersectionfrom denotes the intersection in which the

originator is located; Intersectionto denotes the intersection

towards which the REP will be sent; QoF denotes the for-

warding quality of the backbone link; Link reliability denotes

the connection time of the backbone link; Options denotes

additional routing information, e.g., average density, average

speed and hop count. During the process of delivering the

REP, the traffic information (e.g., density) and link informa-

tion (e.g., packet delivery ratio) can be collected [41]. When

REP arrives in I2, IBN2 is responsible for calculating this

road segment weight related to the QoF using (10) based

on the collected information. Similar to [41], the calculation

result can be sent to the location where the RWE is trig-

gered, i.e., IBN1. In order to reduce the overheads induced

by periodic beacons, the frequency of beacons is adjusted to

adapt to the varying traffic density. If the network is dense

but the network topology is relatively stable, the frequency of

beacons is reduced to lower channel congestion; if the density

is sparse but the topology is ever-changing, the frequency of

beacons can be increased to improve packet delivery ratio.

Besides, the available lifetime of the built backbone link can

be calculated based on (8). In order to reduce the generated

overheads of control packets, the RWE scheme is triggered

before the lifetime of the backbone expires.

A. IBN CREATION

1) IBN SELECTION CRITERION

Each IBN is responsible for collecting up-to-date traffic and

channel status information, by which each road segment

weight can be calculated. Due to the mobility of nodes,

the node which stays longer at the intersection zone is the

preferred IBN to avoid the frequent changes. The estimated

time tcross for one node to cross the intersection zone can

be calculated as: tcross = d
v
, where d indicates the distance

needed to move for the node before leaving the intersection

zone and v is its current speed.

2) IBN SELECTION PROCEDURE

The IBN selection procedure includes four statuses, and the

transition diagram is shown in Fig. 8. Each node will change

its status tomonitor from sleepwhen it enters the intersection

zone from one road segment for the first time. Then, it keeps

monitoring the status of the specified IBN in the intersection

zone. If not receiving any message from one IBN within a

predefined period tp, it means that the node has entered an

empty intersection zone. In this case, the node appoints itself

as the IBN by changing its status to spread. When more

than one node enter the empty intersection zone, each node

FIGURE 8. Status transitions of nodes.

changes its status to compete to compete for the new IBN by

setting a countdown timer tc. Note that the longer the time

it stays at the intersection zone, the shorter the countdown

timer is assigned. The node whose timer first expires should

declare itself to be the new IBN and enter the spread state.

Receiving the declaration message, all other competitors will

cancel their timer at that time and return to themonitor status.

Periodically, an IBN in the spread status should broadcast its

existence to its neighbors. When an IBN is about to leave

the intersection zone, it should look for a successor that

will stay longer at the intersection zone to take over the

weight information of road segments in the given zone. After

that, the selected successor enters the spread state while the

previous IBN changes its status to sleep.

B. RBN CREATION

In VANETs, the high mobility of vehicles easily leads to

link disconnection and interruption of ongoing data trans-

mission. Link connection time is considered an effective

metric to estimate the link availability among vehicles. More-

over, the inter-vehicle distance between a sender node and a

receiver node impacts the number of hops needed for suc-

cessful data delivery along a complete path, i.e., the greater

the inter-vehicle distance, the lower the number of hops.

To deal with the mobility of nodes and reduce the number

of hops, we make the selection of RBN by considering both

the link connection time and the per-hop coverage distance

simultaneously.

Assume a sender node s has k neighbors, forming a set

N (s) = {s1, s2, · · · , sk}. Denote d(s, i) as the inter-vehicle

distance between s and its neighbor i. Let tsi represent the

average link connection time between s and i which can be

calculated by (7). Then, the optimal relay node soptimal is

selected based on the following criterion:

soptimal = argmaxi∈N (s)d(s, i),

subject to tsi > Tth, (17)

where Tth indicates the specified delay threshold determined

by the average time for successfully completing a data trans-

mission between two nodes [42].

VIII. OPTIMIZED ROUTING PATH

SELECTION ALGORITHM

Due to the considerable size of modern cities, it is extremely

difficult to have a global knowledge of the entire city
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network topology. To handle this issue, we divide the road

map into a series of grid zones (GZs), the size of which is

set to 3*3 blocks. When the destination node is far from

the source node, the packet can be forwarded toward the

destination node by dynamically selecting the GZ one by one.

Each GZ can be regarded as a subset of the entire topology.

The backbone node IBNi at intersection i in its GZ peri-

odically disseminates the updated road weight information

to adjacent road segments. This way, it can have a global

knowledge of the GZ. At first, each IBN in the GZ triggers

the RWE scheme to get the weight information of adjacent

connected road segments. Then, they need to exchange the

weight information with other IBNs. Note that if no message

is received from one adjacent IBN during a predetermined

period, the road segment between them is supposed to be

disconnected and assigned a big weight. After exchanging

weight information, each IBN can have a view of the GZ’s

topology. When a source node S wants to send data packets

to a destination node D, it first forwards the packets to the

closest IBN. Upon receiving the packets, the IBN checks

whether D is in its routing table. Based on the result, there

are two possible transmission strategies.

A. DESTINATION NODE IS IN THE ROUTING TABLE

This case means the destination is in the same GZ as the

current IBN. Assume there exist M available routes between

S and D. Each given route Pi(i = 1, 2, · · ·M ), consists of

ki road segments rij(j = 1, 2, · · · , ki). Denote q(rij), r(rij) as

the QoF and reliability of road segment rij, respectively. Then,

the QoF of the route Pi is given by:

Q(Pi) =

ki
∑

j=1

q(rij), (18)

and the reliability of the route Pi is written as:

R(Pi) = min
j∈{1,2,··· ,ki}

r(rij). (19)

In this situation, the issue of finding the optimal route

between the source node and the destination node can be for-

mulated as one optimization problem, of which the objective

function is expressed as:

min
i∈{1,2,··· ,M}

Q(Pi)

subject to R(Pi) > ϕr , (20)

where ϕr indicates the reliability threshold.

B. DESTINATION NODE IS NOT IN THE ROUTING TABLE

This case means that the destination is beyond the GZ where

the current IBN is located. In this case, the routing path

between S and D is divided into two parts: the first sub-

routing path between S and coptimal , and the second sub-

routing path between coptimal and D. Here, coptimal indicates

the optimized intersection in GZ which is the closest one

to the destination. Assume there exist N available IBNs in

this GZ. Define d(ck ,D) as the distance from each IBN

denoted by ck (k = 1, 2, · · · ,N ) to the destination. Then

the optimized intersection coptimal is selected according to the

following criterion:

coptimal = argmink∈Nd(ck ,D). (21)

If there are data packets to be sent, the first optimized sub-

routing path between S and coptimal is the first one obtained

based on (20). Then these data packets will be forwarded

along the backbone link within the sub-routing path. Once

they arrive at the intersection coptimal , the IBN at the current

intersection continues the same procedure illustrated above

until the destination is reached. The proposed protocol is

illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 QoF-Based Routing in Urban VANETs

Require: S: the packet carrier; D: the destination node; Ii ,j:

the road segment with the intersection si and sj along

which the packet is moving

1: if D is within Ii ,j then

2: Directly forward the packet to D

3: end if

4: if D is within the same GZ with S then

5: Forward the packet to the IBN located in the closest

intersection in the GZ along the transmission direction

of the packet and determine the optimized routing path

between the IBN and D

6: Disseminate the packet along the optimized routing

path

7: end if

8: if D is beyond the GZ then

9: Find the intersection coptimal closest to the destination

in the GZ

10: Determine the optimized sub-routing path between

the IBN and coptimal
11: Disseminate the packet to coptimal along the opti-

mized sub-routing path

12: Replace si and sj with coptimal and its neighboring

intersection k , respectively and return 1.

13: end if

IX. PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-

posed protocol QFRG under an urban simulation envi-

ronment by using NS-3 simulator platform. QFRG is

compared with three recent routing protocols, namely,

MM-GPSR [12], IDTAR [24], RPSPF [28]. For fair compar-

ison, all the routing protocols are enhanced using the carry-

and-forward scheme when encountering local optimization,

and RPSPF is improved with a real-time traffic information

collecting scheme [43].

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND PARAMETER SETUP

A simulation of the urban environment of Washington D.C.

is used. The simulation map has an area of 7600 m*7600 m.
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The initial locations of all the vehicles are randomly located

in simulation area. The vehicle movement profile is generated

by vehicular ad hoc networks mobility simulator (VANET-

MobiSim) along with an intelligent driver model with lane

changing (IDM_LC) mobility model [44]. The constant bit

rate (CBR) is used to generate the background traffic. Each

CBR data is transmitted between a pair of vehicles that are

randomly selected. The Nakagami-m model is used to reflect

the channel environment [30]. 50 simulation repetitions are

implemented to obtain the average result of each simulation

scenario with 95% confidence level considered. The impor-

tant simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

B. PERFORMANCE METRICS

1) AVERAGE TRANSMISSION DELAY (ATD)

This is the average difference between the time a data packet

is generated by an application and the time this packet is

received successfully at its destination.

2) PACKET DELIVERY RATIO (PDR)

This is the ratio defined as the total number of packets

received at the destination to the total number of packets

generated by the source vehicle.

3) COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD (CO)

This is defined as the average control packets generated per

road segment

C. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

1) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR VARYING

VEHICULAR DENSITY

The density is expressed in vehicle/km2 [27], [45]. Fig. 9

shows the performance of all the routing protocols in terms of

ATD when the vehicular density (VD) is varying. It is found

that with the increase of VD, the ATD of all the protocols is

decreased. This is because that in sparse environments, link

partitions frequently occur. Thus, the network experiences

a high intermittent connectivity. In this case, the carry-and-

forward scheme is employed to forward the sent packet until

the next hop is found. This causes a large ATD due to the fact

that the transmission delay mainly depends on the mobility of

FIGURE 9. Average transmission delay (ATD) vs. Vehicular density (VD).

vehicles for the carry-and-forward scheme. When the VD is

increased, the probabilities of vehicles to communicate with

each other is enlarged, enhancing the network connectivity.

This enables data delivery in multiple-hop wireless transmis-

sion manner which leads to the significant reduction with

respect to ATD compared to the carry-and-forward scheme.

Among all the protocols, MM-GPSR performed the worst

ATD. This is attributed to the fact that MM-GPSR for-

wards the packet mainly based on the greedy scheme. As an

enhanced version of GPSR [23], MM-GPSR selects the next

hop based on the maximum cumulative communication dura-

tion between nodes in greedy forwarding and the minimum

angle between nodes in the perimeter forwarding, which has

the advantages of dealing with communication instability and

redundancy. However, local maximum issue still frequently

happens without fully considering the traffic information.

In this situation, the largest ATD is exhibited due to the

excessive use of the carry-and-forward scheme. Compared to

MM-GPSR, road segments are determined progressively to

form the optimal route in IDTAR. This protocol selects the

next road segment for packet forwarding at intersections by

taking into account the remaining distance from the current

intersection to the destination and the density.With more traf-

fic information explored, IDTAR outperformed MM-GPSR

in terms of ATD. Being an enhancement of IDTAR, RPSPF

makes the selection of next road segment by considering

the next two immediate intersections dynamically from the

current intersection based on the distance toward the destina-

tion and the density. Therefore, RPSPF had a slightly better

ATD than IDTAR. However, for both IDTAR and RPSPF,

road segments with high density are preferred to forward the

packet, where the intensified channel contention and signal

interference will cause more retransmissions, contributing to

the ATD. Compared with the other routing protocols, our

proposed protocol QFRG achieved the best performance.

QFRG finds the best routing path based on the presented

RWE scheme, where the QoF metric is used to give each

road segment a suitable weight. With the assistance of QoF,

the routing path with good channel quality is selected to

forward the packet, which helps reduce ATD. Besides, the
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city map is divided into a series of GZs in QFRG to deal with

the large network scale. Based on the position of the des-

tination, two different transmission strategies are designed.

In case of large network topology, the packet can be for-

warded by dynamically selecting the next GZ till the desti-

nation, adapting to diverse network scales.

FIGURE 10. Packet delivery ratio (PDR) vs. Vehicular density (VD).

Fig. 10 describes the PDR of all the routing protocols as the

function of VD. From this figure, it is noticed that the PDR for

all protocols increased as VD increased. The reason for this is

that the increase of VD improved the probabilities of vehicles

being connected and reduced the number of link partitions.

This benefits the reduction of transmission delay incurred by

the use of carry-and-forward scheme, lowering the number of

dropped packets due to the transmission timeout. Depending

only on the geographic information, the road segment with

less density is preferred for data forwarding in MM-GPSR.

Under this situation, the frequent use of carry-and-forward

scheme will greatly contribute to the delivery delay, resulting

in the dropping of packets before the packets reach the desti-

nation. Therefore, MM-GPSR exhibits the worst PDR. Both

IDTAR and RPSPF perform better PDR than MM-GPSR,

for the reason that they regard the large volume of vehicular

traffic at certain road segments as a positive condition tomake

the selection of road segments for packet forwarding. RPSPF

achieves a slight performance improvement compared to

IDTAR. This can be explained that RPSPF makes routing

selection by considering multiple intersections and utilizing

a reliable data forwarding scheme between two intersections.

However, they do not account for the channel environment.

When the packets are forwarded along the road segment with

high density, the channel contention and signal interference

can be greatly intensified. By contrast, QFRG obtains the best

performance. From one hand, QFRG finds the best routing

path with the consideration of transmission cost and link

features. From the other hand, one backbone link is built in

each road segment, along which the packets are forwarded.

This alleviates the transmission contention in MAC layer.

Therefore, QFRG achieves the best PDR compared with the

other three routing protocols.

FIGURE 11. Average transmission delay (ATD) vs. Packet generation
speed (PGS).

2) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR VARYING

PACKET GENERATION SPEED

Fig. 11 illustrates the ATD of all the routing protocols with

respect to varying packet generation speed (PGS). When the

PGS is growing, the ATD is increased. This can be explained

that with the increase of PGS, more packets are generated

in a time interval. This will further result in more collisions

and retransmissions, contributing to the ATD. MM-GPSR

exhibits the worst ATD. The significant delay is incurred

because it is easier to encounter link partitions forMM-GPSR

compared with the other protocols. The improvement of

IDTAR over MM-GPSR is due to the consideration of vehic-

ular traffic including the distance toward the destination and

the density. RPSPF has a slightly better ATD than IDTAR

based on two reasons:1) the first one is that the optimal

routing path is determined by taking into multiple intersec-

tion which enables the selection of road segments with rich

density; 2) the second one is that a reliable link stability

scheme is provided to ensure the link with long life-time to

implement data forwarding. However, without allowing for

load balancing, both of IDTAR and RPSPF will experience

severe data congestion in dense environments, escalating

the ATD. Different from the other three protocols, QFRG

proposes a routing metric QoF by fully considering the link

quality and status. Based on themetric, each road segment can

be assigned a weight based on the RWE scheme. According

to the weight information, the best route can be determined.

Using this manner, the ATD can be reduced when the packet

is forwarded along the selected optimal routing path.

Fig. 12 shows the PDR by employing different PGS. From

the figure, it can be known that the increase of PGS leads

to the reduction of PDR. This reason is that due to the

mobility and distribution of nodes, link partitions often occur

in the VANETs. In this situation, the packet carrier needs to

store and carry the packet until the next hop is encountered.

Considering the limitation of buffer size, the new coming

packets will get dropped when the buffer is full. As a result,

with the increase of PGS, the PDR is reduced. Among

all the routing protocols, MM-GPSR frequently restores to
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FIGURE 12. Packet delivery ratio (PDR) vs. Packet generation speed (PGS).

FIGURE 13. Communication overheads.

the carry-and- forward scheme, eventually leading to packet

losses. Depending on the existence of vehicular traffic to

select the best route for packet forwarding, both IDTAR and

RPSPF achieves better PDR than MM-GPSR. Compared to

IDTAR, RPSPF performs better in finding road segments

with high connectivity and dealing with high mobility of

vehicles assisted by the proposed intersection scheme and

reliable forwarding strategy. However, the convergence of

packets on certain road segments with high density makes

IDTAR and RPSPF more transmission failures and retrans-

missions, reducing the PDR. For QFGR, the routing metric

QoF is designed as the guidance of routing selection with the

consideration of transmission cost and packet delivery ratio.

Based on themetric, the RWE scheme is used to evaluate each

road segment by using the real-time traffic information and

network status. According to the evaluation, the determined

best routing path can enable the improvement of PDR com-

pared with the other routing protocols.

3) COMMUNICATION OVERHEADS

From [41], it is known that beacon packets are main over-

heads for position-based routing protocols. IDTAR, RPSPF

and QFRG incur additional overheads due to the use of

control packets for vehicular information collecting along

road segments. However, the frequency of generating such

control packets is much lower than the one of generating

beacon packets. In the same simulation setting, the average

beaconing overheads are same for these protocols. Similar

to [41], we mainly focus on the overheads incurred by the

use of control packets. We define such communication over-

heads (CO) as average control packets generated per road

segment. The simulation result with respect to communica-

tion overheads for these protocol is illustrated in Fig. 13.

MM-GPSR is the only protocol which does not generate any

CO for the reason that it just depends on the information of

neighbors to make routing decisions without triggering any

control packets. For IDTAR, RPSPF and QFRG, additional

communication overheads are incurred when control packets

are used to collect traffic information and link information for

data transmission. With the increase in the density, the com-

munication overheads are decreased. This can be explained

that when the number of vehicles is increasing, the network

topology becomes more stable, which enables the reduction

of control packets. Our proposed routing protocol exhibits

the greatest communication overheads among all the routing

protocols. This is due to the creation of backbone link along

the road and the use of road weight packet. However, con-

sidering the significant performance improvements in terms

of average transmission delay and packet delivery ratio, this

small cost can be tolerable.

X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a quality of forwarding based

reliable geographic routing for urban VANETs. To select

the best routing path, two metrics, namely, QoF and link

reliability were utilized. The QoF is designed to reflect the

channel quality by considering transmission cost, packet

delivery ratio and the effect of relative link positions on the

network performance, while the link reliability represented

the link lifetime characterizing the mobility of the nodes.

Road segments can be evaluated based on the RWE scheme,

where the backbone link is built to deliver data. Moreover,

the city map is divided into a series of small zones. The packet

can be forwarded to the destination by selecting the zone one

by one. In each zone, the routing path which guarantees the

QoF while satisfying the link reliability requirement is used

to forward the packet. Simulation results indicate that our

proposed protocol outperformed existing schemes in terms

of transmission delay and packet delivery ratio.
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